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Minister’s Summary by Minister Ota 

20th Meeting (August 7, 2007) 

(1) On the FY 2008 Budget Overview 

(2) The interim report by a study group on the “Regional Power Revitalization 

Corporation ( tentative title) 

Hiroko Ota here. Today, the Council on Economic and Fiscal Policy (CEFP) held its 
20th meeting of the year and discussed the FY 2008 Budget Overview and the interim 
report by a study group on the “Regional Power Revitalization Corporation (tentative 
title).” 

Regarding the FY 2008 Budget Overview, the original proposal was approved. 

Comments on the above are as follows: 
Member Akira Amari (Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry) commented that it 
is important to achieve economic growth and fiscal consolidation simultaneously 
and that the budget should be a fuel-efficient budget. 
Member Koji Omi (Minister of Finance) commented that we have to achieve 
maximum reductions for all budget expenditures for FY 2008 based on the “Basic 
Policies 2007,” in line with the Prime Minister’s instruction. Regarding the 
Guidelines for the FY 2008 Budget Requests, we will set the same standard as we 
did for FY 2007. About budget allocations, we would like to implement an overall 
budget that varies in its spending from one program to another, thus placing budget 
request priority on enhancing growth potential, regional vitalization, environmental 
nation strategy, education rebuilding, etc. We would like to coordinate the 
specifications for the budget request guidelines steadily and quickly, taking into 
consideration the contents of the FY 2008 Budget Overview. 
Member Yasuhisa Shiozaki (the Chief Cabinet Secretary) commented that while 
accepting popular messages on the election, we should avoid any sort of stagnation 
of reform and continue our efforts to strengthen regional economies, household 
budgets, agricultural industry, etc., and to revitalize the Japanese economy in aging 
society with a declining birthrate. It is essential to establish meticulous policies in 
regards to various issues and to see them through in line with the current tide of 
reform. 



I asked members to coordinate their views with the government ruling parties with 
regard to establishing specific budget request guidelines, based on the FY 2008 Budget 

Overview. 

Regarding the interim report by a study group on the “Regional Power Revitalization 
Corporation (tentative title),” Chairman Hiroya Masuda offers explanations. Following 
this, expert members explained the contents of their paper. 

Subsequent comments included the following: 
Member Yoshihide Suga (Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications) 
commented that there are two issues that local governments have postponed 
addressing, one being public hospitals and the other being semi-public joint venture 
companies. Regarding public hospitals, the CEFP discussed this issue at one point 
and the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications set up a study group and 
began working on the issue. As for semi-public joint venture companies, we will 
urge local governments to draft reform plans so as to deal with the parties suffering 
from deteriorating conditions in a thorough fashion. We strongly hope that the 
Corporation will take into consideration the views of local governments so that it 
may function appropriately. The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications 
will provide its full support in this matter. 
Member Shiozaki commented that the key entities in the activation of the 
Corporation are regional financial institutions. Financial institutions should 
streamline their operations so as to lead in the path to revitalization. Corporate 
revitalization requires that financial institutions change themselves. Moreover, as 
private funds and professional institutions have been developing considerably, we 
must draw out the maximum strength of the private sector with minimal public 
assistance. Based on these two points, we have to drive home the significance of the 
Corporation and the revitalization to people all over Japan in plain language. 
Expert members commented that regional vitalization is an essential issue and that 
the Corporation is very important. In particular, management of semi-public joint 
venture companies is considerably different from that of private sectors. As 
semi-public joint venture companies have much importance to each region, we hope 
that the Corporation will help revive regional tourist resources, for example. As 



many regions are already becoming exhausted, it is essential for the Corporation to 
practice measures speedily. 
Member Amari commented that the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry has 
already established the conference for supporting revitalization of Small and 
Medium Enterprises (SME) throughout Japan as a support measure. It has already 
formulated 1,793 revitalization plans and created 90,000 jobs. Moreover, in June 
28th, the national headquarters, regional conferences and corporate revitalization 
funds got together to create a network aimed at supporting the revitalization of 
regional SMEs. In addition to the conferences, we expect that the Corporation will 
play a leading role in turning around entities that are strongly public in nature such 
as semi-public joint venture companies. We hope the appropriate cooperation 
between the conference and the Corporation will effectively advance efforts for the 
turnaround of regional businesses. 
Temporary member Yoshimi Watanabe commented that our main effort for regional 
vitalization has thus far stimulated demand. The main reason for stagnation of 
regional economies is the gap between supply and demand, and hence it is very 
important for the Corporation to reform the supply side in addition to the stirring-up 
efforts implemented thus far. We do not expect the Corporation to formulate 
shotgun budgets but we do expect it to function as a surefire countermeasure for 
regional vitalization. We have to keep in mind the following points: (1) The 
Corporation should ensure a profound understanding of the realities of regional 
economies and implement measures based on regional needs. For example, this 
report includes local housing supply corporations but does not include land 
development public corporations. The reason for this is the latter does not have 
bankruptcy procedures. However, the utilization of dormant assets is quite an 
important issue, and as such I suggest that this be included within the purview of the 
Corporation. Meanwhile, the core industries for regional economies are construction, 
agriculture and tourism, and as such we may highlight these sectors. The agricultural 
industry in particular has not been highlighted at present, and so I suggest that the 
Corporation work together with the agriculture restoration committee. (2) We must 
avoid continually putting off non-performing loans and leaving them untreated. We 
have to figure out why these things happen. (3) Fairness and neutrality are important. 
It would be contrary to our intention if the Corporation were utilized by commercial 
banks in order to shuffle depreciated securities so as to disguise their investment 



losses, so we have to make it a rule that the Corporation is not to act on behalf of 
commercial banks against its own interests. Moreover, planar revitalization is very 
important. (4) The selection of top management and principal staff members of the 
Corporation is important. If people understand that the Corporation is tackling new, 
meaningful challenges, all manner of talented experts will naturally be attracted. 
Expert members commented that we must ensure a fixed term limit of five years. 
We definitely have to refrain from putting off concluding this issue. 
Temporary member Yuji Yamamoto (Minister for Financial Services) commented 
that the Corporation is essentially attempting to revitalize midsize companies, but in 
many regions a large proportion of companies consist of small firms and in many 
cases these figure most prominently in the bad loan problem. We hope that the 
Corporation will work together with the conference for supporting revitalization of 
SME and ensure that small companies are not left behind and that regional 
revitalization as a whole is realized. 
Expert members commented that the Corporation is very important and a 
mechanism aimed at bringing as many issues as possible within its purview is 
required to make it function efficiently. For this, it is necessary to provide local 
governments with incentives to voluntarily bring problematic cases to the 
Corporation. We hear that the government is currently clarifying the details of the 
Law for Fiscal Consolidation of Local Governments, and we hope that the 
government will formulate strict requirements so that local and central governments 
may work together to solve the problems of semi-public joint venture companies. 
Member Suga commented that the establishment of the Corporation is an important 
opportunity to fundamentally reform semi-public joint venture companies. 
Member Shiozaki commented that this issue should be discussed in conjunction 
with financing, and as such the Corporation will be expected to work together with 
temporary member Yamamoto and the Bank of Japan in order to produce benefits 
for both regions and financial institutions. It is very important whether or not 
regional financial institutions bring cases and so the Corporation will be expected to 
work together with them. 
Temporary member Yamamoto responded that as the function of relationship 
banking is to accelerate the cleanup of nonperforming loans while maintaining 
relationships with companies, regional banks at present do not have a great deal of 



human resources with which to execute drastic reforms. Therefore, I suppose that it 
will take a little more time to establish this sort of business model. 
Chairman Masuda commented that the conference for supporting revitalization of 
SME will function better with the existence of the Corporation, and with these 
organizations, the government as a whole will be able to establish an overall 
framework aimed at activating regional resources in a positive fashion. It is an 
important government message. 

I summarized the discussions as follows: 
While various comments and proposals were made today, there exists a fundamental 
understanding of the importance of the Corporation among the members. It is 
necessary to advance discussion and to proceed with a detailed plan for the 
Corporation. In parallel with a detailed plan, we have to implement these 
requirements into the budget request at the end of August. I hereby ask for your 
cooperation. 

The Prime Minister made the following statements: 
We must restore the vitality of regional economies in order to raise the level of 
growth potential and impart the public with a palpable feeling of continuous 
economic growth in Japan. That is the most important point. 
The main players in sustaining regional economies are regional small companies. 
Hence, it is necessary to present real incentives for these people so that they may 
continue their work with hope and courage. This is what I expect from the 
Corporation. 
In the past, we were in an era when we placed our hope on semi-public joint venture 
companies. However, in reality, many of them have not been operating well and 
have become a burden for the regions. 
Nevertheless, some of them have sought to utilize regional characteristics and 
advantages and it is also important to once again revitalize these organizations. In 
this context, I believe that the establishment of the Corporation is a very important 
move. 
I ask member Ota to take charge of this issue for the time being, considering that it 
requires the budget request. However, I ask temporary member Yamamoto to take 



charge of regional finances and member Suga to take charge of semi-public joint 
venture companies so as to establish the specifications for the scheme. 

(END) 


